
Backdrop cloth support stand X2

Crossbar A X1

Crossbar B X1

Crossbar C X2

Sandbag X2 Background clamp X6

Turn the bottom knob of the tripod to loosen it and unfold the three legs of the 
tripod. Set the tripod legs to the required position and tighten the knob to secure.
Release the retention latch of the tripod, pull out the extension bar and adjust it 
to the required height, then secure by pressing on the latch.
Hang the sandbag on the lower end of the tripod (as shown in the picture) to 
make the tripod more stable.

2.Connect the crossbar

3.Secure the backdrop cloth

Sandbag

Remove the wing nut from the top bolt of the tripod and insert a spacer, align 
the bigger hole at one end of the crossbar A with the bolt and insert it. put 
another spacer, and turn the wing nut to secure.

Put one side of the backdrop cloth on the connected crossbar, clamp the 
backdrop cloth with the provided clamps to secure the fabric.

Press in the two metal tabs on the end of the crossbar C with your fingers to 
insert the crossbar C to the end of the crossbarA, then rotate crossbar C until 
the spring-mounted tabs pop out of the holes in crossbar A to lock the position. 
Install another crossbar C and crossbarB in sequence.

Up to 3 meters at wide

Maximum height                                      2.1m

Product material                             Aluminum alloy

Maximum width                                         3m※Crossbar A and B can only be installed on the stand on both sides.  
    Crossbar C can only be connected in the middle position.

※This kit does not include the cloth.  Please purchase separately.

Carry case X1

Crossbar C can be adjusted according to the width you need. After 
connecting the crossbar C, align the hole at the end of the crossbar B with the 
bolt and insert crossbar B,  and turn the wing nut to secure.

Sturdy and durable, this Neewer aluminum alloy backdrop cloth support 
system stand is perfectly adapted for both photography and video 
recording. Accurate and quick height and width adjustment allow the 
user to install and carry the stand with ease. The perfect partner for 
studio photography and video recording and the best choice to support 
your backdrop cloths.

Portrait Photography Video recording Still life photography

1.The support weight of the crossbar is limited. Please do not hang 
   other heavy objects on it.
2.Do not overtighten the screws and bolts to avoid difficulty in 
    disassembly.
3.Please disassemble this product and store it in its carry case if you 
   don't intend to use it for a long time.

名称：双沙袋延长背景架说明书
尺寸：80*120mm
材质：105G双铜纸
印刷：正反面彩色印刷
装订：风琴折
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